Introduction {#Sec1}
============

Knee osteoarthritis (KOA) is a multifactorial, chronic joint disease with high health-related costs^[@CR1]^. It limits physical activities and reduces the quality of life by reducing the joint range of motion, destabilizing the joint, weakening muscles, and is associated with unbearable pain^[@CR2]^. Several studies have emphasized that altered mechanical loading of the knee joint contributes to the onset and progression of KOA^[@CR3],[@CR4]^ and affects directly the knee pain caused by KOA^[@CR5]^. Muscle forces have been reported to be the largest contributors to the tibiofemoral joint contact force (JCF)^[@CR6]^. Direct measurement of the JCF requires placing force measurement sensors into the knee joint. This highly invasive operation makes it unethical and practically difficult to implement in subjects^[@CR7]--[@CR9]^. Thus, alternative methods such as musculoskeletal (MS) and finite element (FE) modeling are highly desirable to simulate knee joint loading during different activities.

MS models estimate muscle forces and JCFs using kinematic and kinetic data obtained while performing an activity. Although MS models can estimate JCFs, they cannot assess tissue responses and parameters that may control articular cartilage degradation during the progression of KOA. FE modeling has been used for this purpose^[@CR10],[@CR11]^. Thus far, numerous MS and FE models have been developed to evaluate knee joint loadings and stress distributions^[@CR6],[@CR9],[@CR12]--[@CR26]^. However, only a few studies have been conducted to combine subject-specific MS and FE models into a multiscale modeling workflow (from joint to tissue level) of the knee joint loading^[@CR11],[@CR14],[@CR18],[@CR23],[@CR27]--[@CR29]^.

Regarding the MS models, static-optimization^[@CR6],[@CR16],[@CR30]^ and electromyography (EMG) assisted approaches^[@CR12],[@CR26],[@CR31]^ are the main methods to estimate muscle activation levels and further muscle forces. In a static-optimization method, muscle activation levels are calculated according to the kinematics and kinetics, without considering subject-specific muscle activations^[@CR14],[@CR18],[@CR29],[@CR30],[@CR32]^. Muscle activation and co-contraction levels could significantly vary in different activities and disorders such as KOA patients in comparison with healthy subjects despite small variations in kinematics and kinetics^[@CR33]--[@CR35]^. In these scenarios, previous studies^[@CR26],[@CR36]--[@CR40]^ have suggested that assisting the optimizer with EMGs improves the accuracy of the estimated muscle activations and the JCF. Different EMG-assisted MS models have been developed previously^[@CR12],[@CR26],[@CR38],[@CR40]^.

In several previous FE models linked with MS models^[@CR11],[@CR14],[@CR19],[@CR27],[@CR41],[@CR42]^, FE models were not driven directly by muscle forces. Thus, the total JCF (as a single force vector in 3 directions), as well as the joint moments, were directly applied on a single reference point of the femur in the FE model. Consequently, the measured knee moments were scaled in those studies by assuming that muscles generate most of these moments. This assumption alters the forces and moments which should be counterbalanced by ligaments and, as a result, could alter the joint secondary kinematics, kinetics, contact regions, and tissue mechanical responses^[@CR24],[@CR30],[@CR32],[@CR43]^. In a muscle force driven FE model, on the contrary, the total joint moment is counterbalanced by the interaction of muscles and ligaments, which improves the subject specificity of the joint loading.

Several muscle force driven FE models have been developed earlier^[@CR18],[@CR23],[@CR24],[@CR28],[@CR29],[@CR32],[@CR44]^. However, no studies have been conducted to combine an EMG-assisted MS model with a muscle force driven FE model. Furthermore, in some studies cartilages are limited to elastic material models and menisci are excluded, despite the crucial role of menisci in load distribution and stress concentration within cartilages^[@CR45],[@CR46]^. Even though the incompressible elastic assumption for cartilage may provide an equivalent response with the poroelastic model in short-term loadings^[@CR47]^, investigation of fluid flow and fluid pressure require poroelasticity. Inclusion of poroelasticity is essential since fluid can carry \~75% of the instantaneous load of cartilage^[@CR48]^ and the fluid pressure is altered in early OA^[@CR49],[@CR50]^. A fibril-reinforced poroviscoelastic (FRPVE) or poroelastic (FRPE) material considers a porous and hyperelastic media reinforced by collagen fibers^[@CR51]^, which can estimate the contribution of different constituents (collagen, proteoglycans, fluid) on the mechanical response of the tissues. Those FE models that include these complex materials for soft tissues are not muscle force driven^[@CR11],[@CR14],[@CR20],[@CR27],[@CR41]^.

Some muscle force driven FE models, again without EMG-assistance, have included fibril-reinforced hyperelastic composite material models for cartilages^[@CR23],[@CR24],[@CR28],[@CR32],[@CR44]^. However, these studies^[@CR23],[@CR24],[@CR28],[@CR32],[@CR44]^ did not analyze a continues gait cycle but statically analyzed specific time points during the stance phase of the gait. They also did not include poroelasticity or viscoelasticity of cartilage or menisci. Moreover, muscles were assumed to counterbalance the external abduction-adduction and internal-external moments in addition to the flexion-extension moment of the knee joint^[@CR23],[@CR24],[@CR28],[@CR32],[@CR44]^. It has been suggested that this assumption results in overestimated muscle forces and JCFs^[@CR30],[@CR32]^.

The estimated knee secondary kinematics, JCF, and soft tissue mechanical responses of a FE knee joint model can be affected by uncertainties in knee joint geometries, kinetics and primary kinematics, and material properties of tissues^[@CR52],[@CR53]^. However, in a typical modeling approach, subject-specific geometries and primary/secondary kinematics can be obtained from MRI and motion analysis^[@CR54],[@CR55]^. There have also been attempts to incorporate subject-specific material properties of cartilage from MRI into FE models^[@CR21],[@CR56],[@CR57]^. On the contrary, ligament properties and specifically their pre-strains are challenging to be approximated, which cause uncertainties in modeling^[@CR58]^. Several studies have aimed to represent the effect of ligament stiffness and pre-strain on the knee joint kinematics and contact parameters^[@CR59],[@CR60]^ or tried to optimize the material properties based on experiments^[@CR61]^. Nonetheless, it is still unclear how much ligament pre-strains can change contact parameters, especially stress, strain, and fluid pressure within the knee joint cartilage.

Therefore, this study aimed to develop an EMG-assisted MS model combined with a muscle force driven FE model of the knee joint with complex poroelastic material models for cartilage and menisci, and then evaluate the effect of ligament pre-strains on the knee kinematics, kinetics, contact area, and cartilage mechanical responses during the stance phase of gait. The main novelty of the study is the multiscale modeling workflow, including subject-specific EMG-based muscle activities, direct implementation of muscle forces in the FE model, continuous analysis of the whole stance phase of gait, and the FRPVE and FRPE material models for cartilages and menisci. Limitations of the previous studies and the novelties of the current study can also be seen at a glance in the supplementary material (Table [S1](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}).

Methods {#Sec2}
=======

Gait data and MS model {#Sec3}
----------------------

Figure [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"} illustrates the workflow of this study. One healthy subject (male, 33 years old, 78 kg, 1.77 m) participated in experimental data collection. Five walking trials with the preferred speed of the subject were conducted at the gait analysis laboratory of the Faculty of Sport and Health Sciences, University of Jyväskylä, Finland. Marker trajectories (120 Hz, MX system, Vicon, UK), ground reaction forces (GRF, 1200 Hz, two force plates, OR6--6, AMTI, USA), and EMG signals (1200 Hz, Telemyo 2400T-G2, Noraxon, USA) were recorded from the trials. EMG signals were measured from vastus lateralis, rectus femoris, long head of biceps femoris, semitendinosus, medial gastrocnemius, soleus, and gluteus maximus during walking (more information in the supplementary material). The best trial was selected out of the five measured trials (in terms of the marker recognition, quality of EMG signals, and signal noise). In addition, magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) was performed using a clinical 3.0 T MRI system (Philips Healthcare, Best, The Netherlands). The data collection was done with the permission (94/2011) from the local ethical committee of the Kuopio University Hospital, Kuopio, Finland. The participant signed a written and informed consent and all the experiments were performed in accordance with relevant guidelines and regulations (principles set by the Declaration of Helsinki).Figure 1Workflow of the study. Green arrows indicate the input data and blue arrows illustrate results.

A standard 1 degree of freedom (DOF) Gait2392 MS model of the OpenSim (v.3.3, SimTK) software was utilized in this study^[@CR62]^. One DOF knee model was deemed sufficient, since we used the MS model to estimate muscle forces, while secondary kinematics were estimated only by the FE model^[@CR6],[@CR29],[@CR30],[@CR63]--[@CR68]^. Muscle-tendon units were modeled as the Hill's muscle model including elastic tendons. The geometry, mass and inertial properties, as well as muscle properties which depend on length (such as optimal fiber length and tendon slack length) of the MS model, were scaled based on the static trial of the subject.

The primary kinematics of the knee joint (the flexion angle) was calculated using an optimization method. The optimization was used to minimize the error between the measured trajectory of the markers and the corresponding virtual markers on the MS model^[@CR62]^. Different weights on each marker were tested (which must be done for every analysis in the OpenSim) to ensure that rational primary kinematics are estimated according to the gait of healthy subjects from literature. Then, the residual reduction algorithm (RRA) was used to make the estimated primary kinematics dynamically consistent with the measured kinetics (i.e. GRF)^[@CR62]^.

The Computed Muscle Control (CMC) toolbox^[@CR69],[@CR70]^ of the OpenSim software (with its default activation dynamics and force-velocity relationships of the muscles), assisted with EMGs, was used to estimate muscle forces. Previous studies have shown^[@CR39],[@CR71]^ that assisting the static-optimization/CMC toolbox with EMGs estimates the JCF/muscle forces more consistent with experiments, compared to the static-optimization/CMC method without EMG assistance. Muscle lines of action, as well as effective moment arms, were extracted utilizing an OpenSim plugin^[@CR72]^.

The CMC toolbox utilizes an optimization technique (static-optimization) as well as a closed-loop proportional-integral-derivative (PID) controller to estimate muscle forces while tracking the measured gait kinematics^[@CR69]^. As a result, each muscle excitation can vary from 0.02 (considered as zero excitation) to 1 (fully excited) without any penalization factor^[@CR70]^. Nonetheless, in an EMG-assisted MS model, a penalty (or a weight) factor forces the optimization algorithm to find each muscle excitation within a range of the measured EMG of the corresponding muscle. For those muscles without measured EMGs, any excitation level within the default range (0.02--1) is considered as an acceptable solution^[@CR73]^. In summary, the muscle activations were found by: 1) minimizing the error between the external flexion-extension moment on the knee joint and the moment generated by muscles, 2) minimizing the estimated muscle activations, and 3) estimating the activation of the measured muscles within a specific range of the measured EMGs.

We calculated normalized muscle activation levels from the EMG signal of the measured muscles and imported them into the CMC toolbox (more information on EMG measurements and analysis is presented in the supplementary material). Different ranges from zero (which uses the exact EMG signals as muscle activations) up to ±0.3 of normalized EMGs (which allows muscle activations to vary within ±0.3 unit of normalized measured EMGs) were tested to find the best range which could estimate muscle activations comparable to literature^[@CR18],[@CR74]^ while minimizing the reserve actuators in the acceptable range. Eventually, a range of ±0.1 unit of normalized EMGs was selected to constrain the activation of muscles in the MS model. Consequently, enveloped EMG signals and corresponding muscle forces presented in Fig. [2C](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"} have the same patterns. The acceptable excitation range for the rest of the muscles was set to the default values of the CMC toolbox. In summary, the MS model was used to calculate the loading conditions as inputs to the FE model (Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}, explained in detail in the next chapter).Figure 2Inputs to the FE model. (**a**) Illustration of muscles in the FE model. Black spots on muscles were coupled to the femur's reference point and red spots were free in space to apply force vectors. Springs were used for a better illustration of muscle line of actions and do not represent muscle fibers. (**b**) Knee flexion angle, (**c**) Muscle forces (magnitudes), and (**d**) Residual force passing through the knee joint, knee adduction and rotation moments (amplitudes).

FE model {#Sec4}
--------

### Geometry and material properties {#Sec5}

The FE model geometry including femoral, tibial and patellar cartilage, and menisci exploited our formerly developed FE model^[@CR41]^. Cartilages were modeled as a FRPVE material^[@CR75],[@CR76]^ and menisci as a FRPE material^[@CR75],[@CR77],[@CR78]^. Cartilages had the depth-dependent Benninghoff-type (arcade-like) architecture of collagen fibrils while the primary fibrils in meniscus were oriented circumferentially^[@CR79]--[@CR83]^. More information on segmentation, meshing, and material model is presented in the supplementary material.

Anterior cruciate ligament (ACL), posterior cruciate ligament (PCL), lateral collateral ligament (LCL), and medial collateral ligament (MCL) were modeled as nonlinear spring bundles^[@CR84]^ including slack, toe and linear regions. The material parameters were adopted from a previous experimental study in which loading at high strain-rate (100% s^−1^)^[@CR85]^ was applied on cadaver knees. Viscoelasticity was not explicitly employed since the effect of the viscous component of ligaments (stiffening with higher loading rate) at walking speed is implicitly considered in the nonlinear spring model. Furthermore, it has been shown that knee models with ligaments represented as elastic spring elements provide acceptable results^[@CR42]^. More information on the selection of the constitutive model of knee ligaments is provided in the supplementary material (section 2.2.2).

Different fiber bundles of each ligament (for instance, anteriomedial and posteriolateral fiber bundles of the anterior cruciate ligament) were not modeled separately in this study since we could not distinguish those in MRIs. Therefore, average pre-strains of the fiber bundles of each ligament were assigned^[@CR84]^. It should be mentioned that each ligament was modeled as a bundle of nonlinear spring elements. Due to different cross-sectional areas at the insertion points of each ligament, as estimated from MRI, ACL consisted of 60, PCL consisted of 100, LCL consisted of 15, and MCL consisted of 20 nonlinear spring elements (each element representing about 1 mm^2^ area). The force-strain relation at each ligament element was then formulated as follows:$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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### Loading, boundary conditions, and simulations {#Sec6}

Each FE simulation, excluding the MS model analysis and FE model generation, took up to 30 hours on a typical CPU. Embedding boundary/loading conditions of the MS model into the FE model to include simultaneous muscle force estimations brings an iterative process due to the existence of the secondary kinematics, soft tissue deformations, etc^[@CR18],[@CR29]^. As a result, the embedded model increases the simulation time considerably and brings convergence difficulties to the FE model (e.g. due to the highly nonlinear FRPVE material model). Thus, the MS model and the FE model were implemented in series.

Loading and boundary conditions of the FE model, obtained from the MS model (see above the MS model section), consisted of 1) the knee flexion angle, 2) the muscle force vectors for each considered muscle, 3) the residual forces passing through the knee joint, and 4) the knee abduction-adduction and internal-external moments (Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}). All quantities, as well as the results of the study, are reported in the local coordinate system fixed to the proximal tibia (Fig. [2a](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"} shows the local coordinate system).

The resultant force at each muscle, which is the sum of the active and passive forces, was imported to the FE model (Fig. [2c](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}). To keep the MS and FE models identical, muscle insertion points, as well as muscle moment arms, were imported from the MS model to the FE model. One end of each muscle (which was represented by spring element) was coupled to the reference point of the femur and the other end was free in space to apply the muscle force vector, including both the magnitude of the muscle force and its direction (Fig. [2a](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}). The reference point of the femur was defined as the middle of the lateral and medial femoral condyles, and all the femoral nodes on the cartilage-bone interface were coupled to this reference point^[@CR20]^. Consequently, muscles generated moments in the knee joint. Except for the flexion-extension angle, which was set to follow the primary kinematics, all other rotations and translations were then resisted by muscles and passively by ligaments. See the supplementary material for a detailed explanation of the loading conditions in the knee joint.

The residual forces passing through the knee joint (Fig. [2d](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}) consisted of 1) the inertial forces due to the accelerations, and 2) the internal forces (excluding muscle forces) generated by the external forces (i.e. GRF). See supplementary material for more details on the residual forces. The residual force vector, external joint moments, and the knee flexion angle were first transformed to the local coordinate system of the FE model (Fig. [2a](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}) and then were applied to the reference point of the femur.

We have developed a MATLAB script to read outputs from the MS model and update the loading/boundary conditions of the FE model, accordingly. Then, the script runs the FE model in Abaqus and finally extracts the results from the FE model. Both the femur and the patella had 6 DOFs (3 translations and 3 rotations) in the FE model. All the inputs to the FE model were transformed and presented in the local coordinate system of the FE model (femur relative to the tibia). Thus, the bottom of the tibial cartilage was fixed in all directions and the relative forces and movements were applied on the femur (Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}). The initial condition of the FE model was set to heel strike and the complete stance phase of gait was simulated using soils consolidation analysis of the Abaqus software. Running of the whole workflow, excluding the model generation, took about 40 hours of an Intel E5-2690 CPU time, single-core analysis.

### Ligament sensitivity analysis {#Sec7}

Since the magnitude of the ligament pre-strain, in addition to muscle contributions, is one of the major uncertainties in the knee modeling and may significantly affect kinematics and the JCF on the joint surfaces^[@CR88]--[@CR90]^, we performed a sensitivity study of the effect of pre-strain in ACL, PCL, LCL, and MCL on kinematics, kinetics and tissue responses. Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"} shows the range of the used pre-strain values. We selected wide pre-strain ranges to emphasize the effects of pre-strain uncertainties on the results, also including zero pre-strain in each ligament. The pre-strain values of the other three ligaments were set to the reference values, while only the pre-strain of the ligament of interest was changed in each simulation.

Results {#Sec8}
=======

Joint contact force {#Sec9}
-------------------

Figure [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"} illustrates JCFs calculated by the EMG-assisted MS model and the muscle force driven FE model of the study as well as the *in vivo* knee JCFs from the sixth grand challenge dataset (average of normal walking gait trials)^[@CR9]^.Figure 3JCF calculated by the EMG-assisted MS model and the FE model compared with JCFs from the sixth grand challenge dataset^[@CR12]^. The highlighted area (JCF variation) shows the maximum and minimum JCFs from all ligament sensitivity analysis simulations (ligament stiffnesses and pre-strains in Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}). JCFs are given in the bodyweight of the subject over the stance phase.

Sensitivity analysis indicates that higher pre-strain in ACL, PCL, and LCL increased the JCF and moved both the JCF distribution and the tibiofemoral contact area to the lateral side of the joint (Figs. [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"} and [5](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"}). However, an increase in the MCL pre-strain led to a noticeable increase in the JCF with a distinctive relocation of the JCF distribution and the tibiofemoral contact area toward the medial side. Moreover, ligaments with pre-strains less than −5% of the reference values did not considerably affect the JCF.Figure 4Total JCF with different pre-strains of ACL, PCL, LCL, and MCL bundles. The blue shaded areas (with crosslines) show the total JCF (left axis) and the red shaded areas (diagonal lines) show the medial to lateral ratio of JCF (right axes).Figure 5Contact areas between femoral and tibial cartilage with different pre-strains of ACL, PCL, LCL, and MCL bundles. The blue shaded areas (with crosslines) show the total contact area (left axis) and the red shaded areas (diagonal lines) show the medial cartilage to lateral cartilage ratio of contact area (right axes). The cartilage-to-cartilage contact area on the lateral side of the knee was close to zero in the FE models with 5--10% increased pre-strains in the MCL (at 40% to 90% of the stance phase). Thus, the medial to lateral contact area ratio goes out of range.

Joint kinematics {#Sec10}
----------------

Secondary kinematics of the knee joint obtained from the FE model was compared with experimental results from a cadaver study^[@CR8]^, bone-attached-marker gait analysis^[@CR91]^, and gait analysis measured by fluoroscopic imaging system^[@CR92]^ in Fig. [6](#Fig6){ref-type="fig"}.Figure 6Secondary kinematics of the knee joint from FE model in comparison with experimental measurements. (**a**) Internal/External rotation, (**b**) Abduction/Adduction rotation, (**c**) Anterior/Posterior translation, (**d**) Medial/Lateral translation, and (**e**) Distal/Proximal translation of the femur relative to the tibia. The solid black line shows the results from FE model based on the reference pre-strains and the black shaded area represents changes in value due to the pre-strain changes. To make the comparison easier, all the graphs have been shifted to start from zero.

Secondary kinematics of the knee joint with different ligament pre-strains calculated by the FE model are shown in Figs. [7](#Fig7){ref-type="fig"} and [8](#Fig8){ref-type="fig"}. Ligament pre-strains did not change the joint motion pattern but had a substantial influence on the range of motion of the secondary kinematics. Tightening the ACL shifted the femur forward (anterior direction) at the heel strike and toe-off, while it decreased the range of anteroposterior translation and internal rotation of the femur (Figs. [7](#Fig7){ref-type="fig"} and [8](#Fig8){ref-type="fig"}). Moreover, higher pre-strain in ACL moved the femur toward the medial side of the joint during the stance phase and kept it at the joint center at the toe-off (supplementary material, Fig. [S2](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}).Figure 7Secondary knee joint kinematic in anteroposterior direction calculated by the FE model with different pre-strains of ACL, PCL, LCL, and MCL bundles. The blue shaded areas (with crosslines) show the anterior/posterior translation of the femur with respect to the tibia (left axis) and the red shaded areas (diagonal lines) show the abduction/adduction rotation of the femur (right axes).Figure 8Secondary knee joint kinematic regarding the distal-proximal direction calculated by FE model with different pre-strains of ACL, PCL, LCL, and MCL bundles. The blue shaded areas (with crosslines) show the superior/inferior translation of the femur with respect to the tibia (left axis) and the red shaded areas (diagonal lines) show the internal/external rotation of the femur (right axes).

The PCL pre-strain did not affect the position of the femur at the heel strike or toe-off in any direction. However, it influenced the range of motion of the secondary kinematics (Figs. [7](#Fig7){ref-type="fig"}, [8](#Fig8){ref-type="fig"}, and [S2](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}). Lowering the pre-strain of PCL below −5% of the reference value increased the joint range of motion up to excessive anterior translation as well as excessive abduction and internal rotations of the femur (Figs. [7](#Fig7){ref-type="fig"} and [8](#Fig8){ref-type="fig"}, green lines). On the other hand, joint kinematics were not significantly altered by changing the pre-strain in LCL or MCL (Figs. [7](#Fig7){ref-type="fig"} and [8](#Fig8){ref-type="fig"}).

Cartilage tissue response {#Sec11}
-------------------------

Figures [9](#Fig9){ref-type="fig"}, [10](#Fig10){ref-type="fig"}, and supplementary material Fig. [S3](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"} show average fibril strain, maximum principal stress and fluid pressure within the tibiofemoral cartilage contact. These are comparable with experimental data as well as previous FE modeling studies^[@CR8],[@CR14],[@CR20],[@CR27],[@CR41]^.Figure 9Average tibial cartilage fibril strain within the contact area with different pre-strains of ACL, PCL, LCL, and MCL bundles. The blue shaded areas (with crosslines) show the values on the lateral tibial cartilage (left axis) and the red shaded areas (diagonal lines) show the values on the medial tibial cartilage (right axes).Figure 10Average maximum principal stress in tibial cartilage inside the contact area with different pre-strains of ACL, PCL, LCL, and MCL bundles. The blue shaded areas (with crosslines) show the values on the lateral tibial cartilage (left axis) and the red shaded area (diagonal lines) show the values on the medial tibial cartilage (right axes).

Cartilage responses were altered moderately by increases in ligament pre-strains (Figs. [9](#Fig9){ref-type="fig"}, [10](#Fig10){ref-type="fig"}, and [S3](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}). These alterations were mostly on the medial side rather than on the lateral side. Prior to the midstance, greater pre-strains in PCL and MCL slightly increased the average fibril strain in tibial cartilage, while the pre-strain in ACL and LCL did not affect this parameter considerably (Fig. [9](#Fig9){ref-type="fig"}). After the midstance, the average fibril strain was decreased in both medial and lateral compartments when the pre-strain in PCL and MCL increased. In contrast, the average fibril strain was not altered substantially by changing the pre-strain in LCL (Fig. [9](#Fig9){ref-type="fig"}).

Maximum principal stress and fluid pressure (Figs. [10](#Fig10){ref-type="fig"} and [S3](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}) were slightly increased at the second peak of the GRF by increasing the pre-strain in ACL and MCL, while they were gradually increased at the first peak of the GRF by an increase in the PCL pre-strain. Changing the LCL pre-strain did not alter considerably maximum principal stress and fluid pressure values (Figs. [10](#Fig10){ref-type="fig"} and [S3](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}).

Discussion {#Sec12}
==========

The aim of this study was to develop and present a multiscale modeling workflow by combining a subject-specific EMG-assisted MS model with a muscle force driven FE model based on MRIs, EMG signals, and motion data of the subject. The EMG-assisted MS model was used to calculate muscle forces, joint moments and the JCF as well as the knee flexion angle to use as inputs to the FE model. Finally, the FE model utilizing the FRPVE material model was used to calculate secondary kinematics, JCF, contact area, stress, strain (including fibril strain), and fluid pressure of cartilage which all are essential parameters in the evaluation of overload-induced cartilage degeneration^[@CR49],[@CR93]--[@CR97]^.

In kinematics-driven FE models of the knee joint^[@CR20],[@CR23],[@CR28],[@CR98]^, translations and rotations (in some cases partly combined with kinetics) of the knee joint were used as inputs. One limitation of this approach is inaccurate estimation of joint secondary kinematics^[@CR91],[@CR99]^ when using gait analysis with skin-attached markers. In addition, it has been shown that the estimated tissue mechanical responses by kinematics-driven FE models are considerably sensitive to the uncertainties in inputs (i.e. secondary kinematics), diametrically opposed to kinetics-driven FE models^[@CR44]^. Our workflow uses the knee flexion angle as the only kinematic input which has the least probable measurement error among knee joint rotational and translational DOFs^[@CR91],[@CR100],[@CR101]^.

Excluding muscle force driven FE models, the external knee joint moments were typically scaled and then applied to the kinetics-driven FE models^[@CR11],[@CR14],[@CR19],[@CR27],[@CR41],[@CR42]^. The net joint moments were scaled assuming that muscles generate most of the joint moments. This assumption can alter the joint mechanical loading and the final results^[@CR3],[@CR43]^. In the present study, scaling was not needed since the FE model was driven by muscle forces^[@CR18],[@CR29]^.

Compared to previous muscle force driven FE models, which all used static-optimization methods in the MS models^[@CR14],[@CR18],[@CR23],[@CR27]--[@CR29],[@CR32]^, the model of the present study utilizes an EMG-assisted approach. Thus, the model of the current study can account for the subject-specific and activity-based muscle activations and co-activation patterns which have been suggested to provide a better estimate of the muscle forces and joint loads^[@CR39],[@CR71]^. These factors may play a crucial role when modeling the knee joint with OA or other MS disorders^[@CR12],[@CR28],[@CR102]^, or when simulating rehabilitation exercises.

Muscle forces estimated by the EMG-assisted MS model (Fig. [2C](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}) were in good agreement with previous studies on normal walking^[@CR18],[@CR74]^. The MS model and the FE model with reference ligament pre-strains estimated the maximum JCF of 2.7 and 3.2 times bodyweight, respectively (Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}), which are comparable with *in vivo* measurements and numerical studies^[@CR9],[@CR40],[@CR63],[@CR103]^. It should be mentioned that in the grand challenge dataset (Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}, the black line) there is a limited effect of the knee joint ligaments and the knee joint surfaces have been made of engineering materials. This may explain higher JCFs produced by our FE model and is also a reason why we could not use that dataset as an input to the models of the current study.

The JCF estimated by the MS model (Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}, red line) was similar to the JCF estimated by the FE model especially when the ligament pre-strain was decreased (Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}, the lower boundary of the shaded area). This small difference resulted from ligaments in the FE model. In fact, the approximately 19% difference in the JCF between the MS model and the FE model (with reference pre-strains of ligaments) is consistent with a previous study^[@CR103]^ in which Shelburne *et al*. reported that at the time point of the maximum JCF, ligaments carried \~18% of the JCF.

Experimentally measured secondary kinematics of the knee joint^[@CR8],[@CR91],[@CR92]^ show considerable variations in both magnitudes and patterns (Fig. [6](#Fig6){ref-type="fig"}). However, the estimated rotations and the distal-proximal translation by the FE model were consistent with the experiments from literature (Figs. [6a,b,e](#Fig6){ref-type="fig"}). The estimated anteroposterior and mediolateral translations by the FE model had a similar range of motion to those from experiments (Figs. [6c,d](#Fig6){ref-type="fig"}). Nonetheless, the variations and discrepancies between the estimated and experimentally measured secondary kinematics could be, e.g., due to different muscle forces, external joint moments, knee orientations, gait style, or ligament pre-strains^[@CR29]^, which all are subject-specific. For instance, Fig. [6a](#Fig6){ref-type="fig"} shows that the internal-external rotation approaches experimentally measured values by the dual fluoroscopy method^[@CR92]^ when ligament pre-strains are decreased. In addition, the mediolateral component of the total JCF vector (for the analyzed gait trial) was towards the lateral side of the knee joint during the stance phase. This could explain the discrepancy between the estimated mediolateral translation of the femur and the corresponding experimental values from literature (Fig. [6d](#Fig6){ref-type="fig"}).

The total tibiofemoral cartilage to cartilage contact area (Fig. [5](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"}) was estimated between 250--400 mm^2^ by the FE model, which is comparable with the experimental results (\~150 to 600 mm^2^) reported by Gilbert *et al*. ^[@CR8]^. The average fibril strain during the stance phase (Fig. [9](#Fig9){ref-type="fig"}, the black line) was up to 2.7% on the medial and 1.5% on the lateral tibial cartilage, while those were up to 3% and 1.4%, respectively, in previous studies^[@CR14],[@CR20],[@CR27],[@CR42]^. The average maximum principal stress (Fig. [10](#Fig10){ref-type="fig"}, the black line) varied from 1.3 to 4.8 MPa on the medial and from 0.3 to 1.8 MPa on the lateral compartment. This is also consistent with previous studies^[@CR14],[@CR27],[@CR42]^ with maximum principal stresses of 1.5--9 MPa and 0--4.5 MPa on the medial and lateral compartments, respectively. The fluid pressure within the tibial cartilage (Fig. [S3](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}, the black line) was 1.4--6 MPa on the medial and 0--6 MPa on the lateral joint compartment. Those were 1.5--6 MPa and 0--4 MPa, respectively, in previous computational studies^[@CR14],[@CR42]^.

Both amplitude and mediolateral distribution of the JCF, contact area, and joint kinematics were substantially sensitive to ligament pre-strains. This is consistent with previous studies^[@CR104]--[@CR107]^. Figure [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"} shows that the JCF amplitude and distribution were mostly affected by ACL and MCL pre-strains while the tibiofemoral cartilage to cartilage contact area was mostly sensitive to the pre-strain of ACL, PCL and MCL (Fig. [5](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"}). Joint kinematics were mostly affected by ACL and PCL pre-strains (Figs. [7](#Fig7){ref-type="fig"}, [8](#Fig8){ref-type="fig"}, and [S2](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}).

Increasing ligament pre-strains increased the peak JCF up to 50% and altered the JCF distribution from the medial side to the lateral side and vice versa (Figs. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"} and [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}). Therefore, ligament pre-strains could considerably affect modeling results as well as clinical interpretations, for instance, regarding the risk of OA in patients with surgical ACL reconstruction^[@CR108],[@CR109]^.

Despite the high sensitivity of joint kinematics and kinetics to ligament pre-strains, cartilage responses were only moderately altered by changes in ligament pre-strains. This could be explained due to changes in the contact area (Fig. [5](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"}) and the nonlinear behavior of the FRPVE material. On the other hand, the fibril strain, the maximum principal stress, and the fluid pressure could increase up to 50% at some time points during the stance phase. However, these increases did not occur at the time points of peak JCF and changes for instance in the absolute values of fibril strain were small (Figs. [9](#Fig9){ref-type="fig"}, [10](#Fig10){ref-type="fig"}, and [S3](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}).

One limitation of this study is modeling the tibiofemoral joint in the MS model as a hinge joint. However, this model has been suggested to be sufficient for estimating muscle forces during walking^[@CR6],[@CR30],[@CR63]--[@CR68]^, consistent with recorded EMGs of the muscles and experimental JCFs^[@CR6],[@CR30],[@CR63]--[@CR65],[@CR67],[@CR68]^. The estimated abduction-adduction and internal-external moments of this study (Fig. [2d](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}) were in the normal range^[@CR110]^. However, in activities other than walking, abduction-adduction or internal-external moments of the knee joint could increase significantly^[@CR111]^, which might void the assumption of modeling the knee joint as a 1 DOF joint. Our future research aims to consider secondary kinematics in the MS model and further to evaluate the influence of knee joint DOFs on tissue mechanics.

The other limitation of the study was the lack of experimental data to compare the ligament pre-strain effects on cartilage stress, strain, and fluid pressure results. However, our results are comparable with previous FE models^[@CR8],[@CR14],[@CR27],[@CR41]^. Different fiber bundles of each ligament could not be distinguished from MRIs. Thus, the average pre-strain of fiber bundles was assigned to the corresponding ligaments. This is a limitation of the study, since each ligament fiber bundle might have different pre-strain^[@CR112]^, fiber direction, and different mechanical properties. Nonetheless, if each ligament could be separated in different bundles, stresses and strains within single ligaments would change, but the overall effect on the knee joint mechanics should remain small. The use of only one participant was also a limitation which may not represent kinematics and kinetics of different subjects. However, secondary kinematics calculated by the FE model were consistent with the results from literature (Fig. [6](#Fig6){ref-type="fig"})^[@CR8],[@CR91],[@CR92]^. Moreover, the main aim of the study was to introduce a workflow that can be utilized in further studies rather than presenting typical values for the joint and cartilage mechanics.

The presented workflow shows potential to estimate movements of the femur and patella during different activities or muscle activations that may be of particular relevance to the onset and progression of KOA^[@CR93]^. Various invasive surgeries (such as osteotomy, ligament reconstruction, and tendon transfer surgery) or non-invasive methods for gait modification (such as orthosis and lateral wedges) could be simulated and analyzed with our modeling approach. In particular, contribution of muscles through EMG to the cartilage responses, and modification of muscle activities, e.g. for rehabilitation purposes, can be simulated by our model.

From the tissue level point of view, early changes in KOA include several factors such as PG depletion and loss of cartilage surface integrity together with collagen fibrillation and formation of cartilage fissures. Based on earlier studies, stresses and strains (including deviatoric, shear and maximum principal strains) in the cartilage and/or in collagen fibrils, as well as fluid flow within the cartilage, may be used to predict tissue failure, cartilage degeneration, and progression of KOA^[@CR94]--[@CR97],[@CR113]^. The current model, now with the EMG-assisted muscle force driven approach and the FRPVE material model, could be applied for different patient groups in the prediction of collagen damage and PG loss during the progression of OA and evaluation of the effect of interventions.

Time is important when applying any method for clinical purposes. In the presented workflow, it takes about a month to segment and mesh tissues from MRIs and to create and simulate successfully the EMG-assisted MS model linked with the present FE model. Nonetheless, we are extensively working on our atlas-based modeling approach to be able to create a FE model in minutes^[@CR114]^. The atlas-based FE model is not yet muscle force driven and is limited to the tibiofemoral contact and subjects with healthy cartilage^[@CR114]^.

In conclusion, we presented a novel workflow for multi-scale modeling of the knee joint. The EMG-assisted MS model linked with the muscle force driven FE model with FRP(V)E cartilages and menisci can be used for evaluating knee joint kinematics, load distribution and tissue responses in different activities where muscle force alterations are important. According to the sensitivity analysis, we conclude that ligament pre-strains should be implemented with great accuracy when analyzing kinematics and kinetics of the knee joint (especially for pre-strain values higher than the reference values). Nonetheless, if the modeling focuses on tissue responses (such as fibril strain, stress, and fluid pressure within the cartilage), small alterations in ligament pre-strains will still lead to acceptable results.
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